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The Cauchy–Born hypothesis (CB) provides a hierarchical approach in the molecular theory of crystal
elasticity to relate the continuum and atomic deformations. This kinematic theory has been extensively
used as the constitutive law of continuum regions in multi-scale models. In these models, the fine scale is
proposed to describe the real behavior of crystalline structure wherever the continuum description fails.
The main objective of this article is to investigate the stability and size-dependency of CB hypothesis in
three-dimensional applications by direct comparison of information between atomistic and continuous
description of a medium. The Sutton–Chen many-body potential is used for the gold metal to consider
the real metallic behavior in numerical simulations. Two failure criteria are introduced in the strain
and stress domains; the validity surfaces are derived for the Cauchy–Born hypothesis; and the size effect
of specimens is investigated on the convergency of results. It is shown that the gold crystal deforms
homogeneously inside the validity surface, in which the material is elastic and the CB has remained valid.
It is observed that although the deformation is inhomogeneous and the CB is invalid outside the validity
surface, the crystalline structure may exhibit elastic or plastic behavior in this region. Moreover, it is
numerically shown that the size-dependency of validity surface decreases with the increase of the size
of specimens. These observations are meticulously investigated by loading and unloading several cubic
specimens using molecular dynamics simulation.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nanomechanics is encouraging the scientific community, as an
emerging branch of nanotechnology, to model, analyze, design and
fabricate physical systems at nano-scale. In order to achieve these
objectives, researchers have taken the advantage of several ap-
proaches, which are classified into the analytical approach
(Yoshimoto et al., 2005), computational method (Srivastava and
Atluri, 2002), and experimental technique (Domke and Radmacher,
1998). Since the length and the time scales have shrunk to nano-
meter and nanoseconds, the cost of experimental methods has be-
come absolutely prohibitive. Therefore, the role of analytical and
computational methods has been highlighted to mitigate the
excessive expenditure on expensive experiments. Due to the arbi-
trary form of boundaries and facile implementation of boundary
conditions in the boundary value problems, the computational
methods have been increasingly become popular in scientific com-
munities. Among various methodologies used in computational
nanomechanics, the finite element method (FEM) (Huang and Pel-
egri, 2007), the molecular dynamics (MD) (Horstemeyer et al.,
2001) and the multi-scale analysis (Xiao and Belytschko, 2004)
ll rights reserved.
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are the most popular approaches. The constitutive model which
is used in FEM and multi-scale methods is usually based on the
Cauchy–Born (CB) hypothesis which is fairly described by Park
and Liu (2004).

The Cauchy–Born (CB) hypothesis is a broadly used homogeni-
zation theory which stems from the early works of Born and Huang
(1962) and then Ericksen et al. (1984). This hypothesis seeks the
intrinsic characteristics of material via the atomistic information
and can be easily embedded in the classical continuum model. Xiao
and Yang (2006) demonstrated that in the Cauchy–Born hypothe-
sis, the implemented deformations must be small enough to pre-
vent the formation of voids and dislocations in the specimens.
They expressed that when the solid state materials are subjected
to a small loading, the crystalline lattice is stable and thus the CB
is valid until the solid-to-solid phase transformation occurs. In
addition, they presented that all crystalline materials show this
transformation when the underlying crystalline structure becomes
unstable at a specific thermo-mechanical load. Elliott et al. (2006)
illustrated that after this transformation the lattice reconfigures
into a new inhomogeneous stable structure, however – they have
not defined a clear statement for this small deformation. Conse-
quently, it is inferred that the CB hypothesis is valid only in partic-
ular parts of the strain and stress spaces since it corresponds to
homogeneous deformation of crystalline structures.
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The necessity of introducing an explicit criterion for the validity
of CB hypothesis is ingrained by its numerical applications. In the
mechanical response of nanostructures via the FE method based
on CB hypothesis (Sauer and Li, 2007), the researchers need to as-
sess whether they have acquired authenticated results or not? In
addition, the CB hypothesis has been prevalently used as the con-
stitutive law in the continuous part of multi-scale analyses, e.g.
quasi-continuum method (Tadmor et al., 1996), bridging domain
(Xiao and Belytschko, 2004) and bridging scale method (Liu et al.,
2004). These methods were introduced to mitigate the inaccuracy
of CB hypothesis wherever the atomic configuration reconfigures
to an inhomogeneous structure. In these approaches, a finer scale
such as molecular dynamics method was used, however – it was
not clearly specified that under which strain or stress state the con-
tinuum description fails and the atomistic resolution necessitates.
Moreover, in the quasi-continuum method which incorporates an
adaptive procedure to specify the atomic scale region, the reme-
shing criterion is not defined. Thus, the quantification of CB validity
for each material in the stress and strain domains is absolutely nec-
essary for the FEM and multi-scale analyses.

The validity of this kinematic hypothesis has been investigated
by means of mathematical and comparative approaches by various
researchers. Based on the elastic stiffness coefficients, computed by
molecular dynamics simulation, Wang et al. (1993) derived a new
stability criterion. Their analysis merely checked the crystal insta-
bility in uniaxial tension, pure dilatation and thermal loadings.
Using the concept of C-convergence, Braides et al. (1999) studied
the atomistic models and proved the certain discrete functions
with pair-wise interaction converge to a continuum model. Fries-
ecke and Theil (2002) proposed the 2D cubic lattice with harmonic
springs between nearest and diagonal neighbors to mathematically
inquire into the validity of CB. Their solution respected the law of
frame-indifference and the spring constants were therefore deter-
mined by means of pair inter-atomic potentials. Steinmann et al.
(2007) introduced atomistic and continuum failure criteria by
using the Lennard–Jones pair potential and studied the validity of
CB in two-dimensional lattices subjected to tension and shear
deformations. They used the notion of loss of infinitesimal rank 1
convexity at the continuous medium to introduce a continuum
failure criterion. Also, they compared the CB deformation with
the molecular dynamics simulation to describe the atomistic fail-
ure criterion. The above mentioned works deliberated the validity
of CB in a few specific loading paths and did not propose the valid-
ity surfaces in strain and stress domains. Recently, Khoei et al.
(2009) introduced two failure criteria in the strain and stress do-
mains to acquire the validity curves for two-dimensional F.C.C. lat-
tices. The resultant curves for the CB hypothesis were similar to the
yield surfaces. The Sutton–Chen many-body potential was used to
consider the metallic behaviors of the gold prototype. The above
comparative approaches were merely two-dimensional investiga-
tions of this issue. In three-dimensional material behavior at
nano-scale, the available responses indicate a strong correlation
between the material properties and the size of the specimen.

The size-dependency of the prototype is an important issue and
has a crucial effect on the result obtained by computational
nanomechanics. In general, the surface and interface atoms are ex-
posed to different local environment than counterpart bulk atoms.
Duana et al. (2005) investigated that due to different electron den-
sity of surface particles, the equilibrium configuration and energy
are different from interior atoms. The influence of size-dependency
is affiliated to surface-to-volume ratio of the specimen. Typically,
for structures with the length more than one hundred nanometers
at each side, this ratio is so small and therefore the surface effect is
quite negligible. Thus for these structures, the elastic behavior of
the structure is governed by the bulk properties (Sharma et al.,
2003), i.e. the Young modulus and Poisson ratio (Malvern, 1968).
This effect is demonstrated in experimental observations (Wong
et al., 1997), analytical analyses (Salacuse et al., 1996) and numer-
ical simulations (Miller and Shenoy, 2000). Streitz et al. (1994) and
He et al. (2004) investigated the size-dependency of thin films by
means of molecular dynamics and analytical methods, respec-
tively. Zhou and Huang (2004) proposed a combination of molecu-
lar statics and ab initio calculations to demonstrate that a solid
surface can be either softer, or stiffer elastically than the corre-
sponding bulk for different nano-structures. Dingreville et al.
(2005) developed a framework to incorporate the surface free en-
ergy into the continuum theory of mechanics. They demonstrated
that the overall elastic behavior of nano-particles, nanowires and
thin films are size-dependent. Using molecular dynamics simula-
tions, the size and strain rate effects in simple shear deformation
are investigated on the mechanical responses of F.C.C. metals by
Guo et al. (2007). Fleck and Hutchinson (1993) and Gao and Huang
(2003) indicated the importance of geometrically necessary dislo-
cations and included the material length scale into the strain gra-
dient plasticity theory. Despite of these extensive researches on
the size effect, to the knowledge of authors, no research works
have been done on the size-dependency of Cauchy–Born
hypothesis.

In the present work, the size-dependency and the validity of CB
hypothesis in three-dimensional latticed structures are studied by
comparatively analyzing the results of continuum mechanic calcu-
lations and the molecular dynamics simulations. The Sutton–Chen
many-body potential is proposed to model the real metallic behav-
iors of gold single crystalline structures. By implementation of dif-
ferent deformation paths to the samples with different sizes, such
as the shear and triaxial deformations, the validity surfaces are de-
rived. These convex surfaces are intuitively similar to the yield sur-
faces in theory of plasticity, in which the material exhibits the
elastic deformation inside of surfaces. Although the material under-
goes unrecoverable deformation outside of the yield surface in plas-
tic region, it is numerically shown that the material undergoes
inhomogeneous but recoverable deformation in some regions out-
side the CB validity surface. In Section 2, a concise description of
the Cauchy–Born hypothesis is provided along with the calculation
of stress in a continuum based on CB. Section 3 provides the basic
prerequisites of classical molecular dynamics simulation. Subse-
quently, two failure criteria are defined in the stress and strain do-
mains. The results and discussions over several molecular dynamics
simulations are given in Section 4. The validity surfaces are provided
and their dependency on the size effect is discussed in this section.
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. Cauchy–Born hypothesis

The Cauchy—Born (CB) hypothesis is a hierarchical assumption
for modeling the elastic behavior of material at atomic scale. In CB
hypothesis, the atomic configuration is affiliated to the continuum
deformation by means of the local deformation gradient, as shown
in Fig. 1 (Tadmor et al., 1996; Sunyk and Steinmann, 2003). The
deformation gradient tensor Fij enables the relative spatial position
of two neighboring particles after the deformation, which has been
described in terms of their relative material position before the
deformation. Malvern (1968) and Belytschko et al. (2000) explicitly
expressed that by considering an infinitesimal line segment dXi in
the reference configuration, the corresponding line segment dxi in
the current configuration is given by

dxi ¼ FijdXj ð1Þ

where i and j denote the Cartesian directions. In CB hypothesis, the
lattice vectors are considered as infinitesimal vectors. This assump-
tion leads to a mathematical approximation since the lattice vectors



Fig. 1. The CB hypothesis; the deformation of atoms conforms to the deformation of
continuous medium.
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have finite lengths. Therefore, the accuracy of CB decreases conse-
quently by increasing the deformation of the lattice. This rule is
applicable, as long as the crystal deformation is nearly homoge-
neous in the scale of the lattice vectors (Guo et al., 2006).

In hyperelasticity, the stress tensor can be derived by differen-
tiating the strain energy density w0 of the deformed material with
respect to its conjugate strain measure. Calculating the strain en-
ergy density w0 from the CB hypothesis in a crystalline body sub-
jected to the deformation gradient Fij, the first Piola–Kirchhoff
stress tensor Pij can be calculated as

Pij ¼
@w0

@Fij
ð2Þ

Since Fij is not symmetric, the first Piola–Kirchhoff tensor Pkj is not a
symmetric tensor. Thus, we substitute Pkj with the symmetric Cau-
chy stress tensor as

rij ¼ J�1FikPkj ð3Þ

where J is the determinant of the deformation gradient tensor,
called as Jacobian. In nano-scale simulations, the strain energy den-
sity can be derived using the inter-atomic potentials. In spite of the
simplicity and rational computational expense of the pair-wise
potentials, such as the Lennard–Jones and Morse potentials, Ack-
land and Vitek (1990) have shown that those potentials are incapa-
ble of modeling the convexity of the metallic surfaces and cannot
correctly illustrate the Cauchy relations for metals, i.e. C12–C44,
where C is the tangent elastic matrix. Therefore, the Sutton–Chen
many-body potential is chosen here for the calculation of potential
energy (Sutton and Chen, 1990; Rafii-Tabar, 2000). The potential
energy of the multi-particle system is defined as

w0 ¼ w0i ¼
e
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where X0i is the local atomic volume in the relaxed and undeformed
configuration of the latticed structure associated with the atom i,
w0i is the potential energy density of the atom i, rij is the inter-
atomic distance between the host atom i and its neighbor j, a is
the lattice parameter and m, n, c and e are the potential parameters.
These constants are obtained for ten different FCC metals by Sutton
and Chen (1990).

Using Eqs. (2)–(4) and considering that the Jacobian is the ratio
of an infinitesimal volume in the deformed body to the corre-
sponding volume of that body in undeformed configuration, the
Cauchy stress tensor at the atomic site can be derived as
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where ra
ij is the atomistic distance between the atom i and its neigh-

bor in ath direction and Xi is the local atomic volume in the de-
formed configuration which is identical to the volume of the
Voronoi polyhedron associated with the atom i (Rapaport, 1995).
Since the CB hypothesis assumes that the underlying lattice, which
constructs the body of the continuum, should undergo a homoge-
neous deformation, the above atomic stress is identical in all atomic
sites in the lattice, i.e. rab

CB ¼ rab
i .

3. Modeling and simulation of atomistic medium

3.1. Classical molecular dynamics simulation

In this section, the molecular dynamics (MD) method is em-
ployed to determine the validity and failure of the Cauchy–Born
hypothesis. Since all materials from nano-to-macro scale, are con-
structed by the atoms or molecules, the atomic structure plays a
fundamental role in different modes of material behavior. The clas-
sical molecular dynamics is a powerful technique for computing
the equilibrium and non-equilibrium characteristics of the materi-
als. The term of ‘classical’ indicates that the motion of constituent
particles obeys the laws of classical mechanics. On the other hand,
the MD simulation is a numerical solution of the second Newton
law of motion in a step-by-step fashion in time domain. In a mul-
ti-particle system, the second order differential equation for the ith
atom can be written as

f i ¼ mi€ri ð6Þ

where mi is the mass of ith atom. In order to solve the above equa-
tion, the force acting on the ith particle must be calculated. Using
the Sutton–Chen potential (Eq. 4) and considering the fact that
the Newtonian force exerted on each atom is identical to the deriv-
atives of the total potential energy with respect to the spatial coor-
dinate of the atom, the force can be derived as
fSC
i ¼ �

e
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where rij is the separation vector between the ith atom and its
neighbor j. The equation of motion (Eq. 6) for each degree of free-
dom can be integrated individually through the time by means of
the finite difference method. Thus, the 3N coupled differential equa-
tions need to be solved in time domain for three-dimensional anal-
yses. In this study, the velocity-Verlet algorithm (Allen and
Tildesley, 1987) is utilized, which is the most popular algorithm
in MD simulations.

It must be noted that the effect of temperature is excluded here
from the validity and failure of CB hypothesis and all MD simula-
tions are performed at zero temperature. Thus, the Berendsen ther-
mostat (Berendsen et al. (1984)) is chosen to maintain the
temperature of the system during the simulation. This type of
molecular dynamics locally minimizes the total potential energy
of multi-particle system. This process is a numerical implementa-
tion of the analytical notion presented by Friesecke and Theil
(2002), in which the atomic positions predicted by CB hypothesis
locally minimize the total potential energy. By implementing the
thermostat to the velocity-Verlet algorithm, equation of motion
(Eq. 6) transmutes to the following discrete form
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where ri, vi and fSC
i are the spatial vector, velocity and the internal

force calculated by Sutton–Chen potential for ith atom, f i is the
modified force due to frictional effect for ith atom, T is the instanta-
neous temperature of the system, T0 is the reference temperature
which is set to zero, c is a constant factor of the Berendsen thermo-
stat and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. In 3D analysis, above equa-
tions must be solved for 3N degrees of freedom, with N denoting the
number of atoms.

The validity of CB hypothesis can be investigated by comparing
the deformations of the continuous and atomistic (Eq. 8) mediums.
Furthermore, it can be evaluated by contrasting the mechanical
properties of the specimen in the atomistic and continuous
descriptions. For example, the elastic modulus, which plays an
important role in the mechanical behavior of the system, can be
used for the assessment of validity of the CB hypothesis. Since
the strains applied in the boundaries of the atomic and the contin-
uum specimens are identical, the stress measurement may be ap-
plied instead of the elastic modulus. Furthermore, since the
stress has traditionally been a continuum description, various
stress measurements have been defined by researchers to evaluate
the atomic stress, including: the Virial stress (Subramaniyan and
Sun, 2008), Hardy stress (Zimmerman et al., 2004), Lutsko stress
(Shen and Atluri, 2004), etc. Shen and Atluri (2004) demonstrated
that the formulation of Cauchy stress described in previous section
(Eq. 5) is equivalent to the BDT atomic stress which is defined by
Basinski–Duesbery–Taylor. Subramaniyan and Sun (2008) have
shown that for those simulations carried out in zero temperature,
the Virial stress, BDT stress and Cauchy stress are identical. Since
the BDT stress depends merely on the atomic coordinates, all
atoms have similar stress in a homogeneously deformed system.
A small perturbation in the atomic configuration will change the
atomic stresses and thus, each point in the specimen will have dif-
ferent stresses. Thus, it is important to nominate an average stress
for the atomic scale, which represents the continuum mechanics
stress at the continuum point as

rab
MD ¼

1
N

XN

i¼1

rab
i ð9Þ

where N denotes the total number of unconstrained atoms, in order
to eliminate the effect of surface from the calculated stress. This
technique is also used by Horstemeyer et al. (2001).

3.2. Failure criteria

In what follows, two distinct failure criteria are introduced in
the strain and stress domains to appraise the validity of CB hypoth-
esis. As mentioned earlier, this procedure is performed by the di-
rect comparison between the coordinates of particles and the
stress of the specimen in continuum and atomic fields due to a per-
turbation in the homogeneous system. In other words, after exert-
ing a uniform deformation to atoms on the boundary, which is
completely in accordance with the CB deformation, the remaining
internal atoms are set free to lead the system to its local minimum
energy, i.e. the configuration which locally minimizes the total en-
ergy of the system and essentially is not equal to the deformation
predicted by CB. The displacement standard deviation DSD is com-
puted as

DSD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
3N � 1

XN

i¼1
ðrMD

i � rCB
i Þ

2

r
=a ð10Þ

where N is the total number of the particles whether constrained or
not, rMD

i and rCB
i are the spatial coordinate vectors of ith atom which

are computed by means of the MD solution and homogeneous CB
deformation, respectively, and a is the lattice parameter. In addition
to above formula which evaluates the validity of CB in strain do-
main, the stress absolute deviation from the Cauchy–Born hypoth-
esis is defined in stress field as

SADab ¼ jrab
MD � rab

CBj ð11Þ

where rab
MD is the abth component of the average of BDT stress ten-

sor derived using the MD simulation (Eq. 9) and rab
CB is the same

component of Cauchy stress tensor predicted by means of the CB
hypothesis (Eq. 5).
4. Computational analyses and results

In order to investigate the limitation of CB hypothesis in 3D
applications, several MD simulations with different sizes and
deformation paths were performed. At first stage, the specifica-
tions of the specimens and numerical prerequisites are given for
MD simulations. Then, the influence of the size effect on the results
is investigated. Finally, the validity surface is obtained for the gold
metal by applying two specimens to different triaxial deformation
paths.

4.1. Numerical details

In order to perform the numerical simulation, seven single crys-
talline cubic specimens with different sizes are generated in accor-
dance with the ideal geometrical F.C.C. lattice. These specimens are
constructed of 1372, 2048, 2916, 4000, 8788, 16384 and 32000
gold atoms. Since the 3D nano-scale specimens have a high ratio
of surface-to-volume, the size effect has a significant effect in
numerical results. The computational CPU time was really time-
consuming in modeling of 5 nanoseconds, and in simulation of
the largest specimen took more than seven days with a 2.4-GHz
processor. The rectangular coordinate system is employed, and
the x, y, and z axes are chosen parallel to the [100], [010], and
[001] crystal directions, respectively.

In order to solve the MD equation of motion (Eq. 8) the time
step is set to 0.001 dimensionless time. This time step is called mi-
cro time step. The dimensionless time for gold metal is 5.1542
picoseconds. The Berendsen thermostat parameter is set to 2, as
a constant value during the simulation. The 20,000 micro time
steps are carried out for the relaxation procedure. After relaxation
phase, two planes of boundary atoms in each side are frozen on
their relaxed lattice site (Fig. 2). The cut-off radius includes the
third neighbors into the calculations. The boundary displacement
in MD simulation which is identical to CB deformation is divided
into 200 identical portions. One portion is implemented at each
macro time step, which consists of 5000 micro time steps. In the
first micro time step of each macro time step, the portion of defor-
mation according to CB hypothesis is implemented over all bound-
ary atoms, in which they retain this deformation during the macro
time step. The rest of atoms are released to reach a position which
locally minimizes the total potential energy of the multi-particle
system.

Since all simulations are performed based on the displacement-
control technique, the effect of Poisson ratio merely contributes to



Fig. 2. The specimen with 32,000 atoms. The boundary atoms (blue) are frozen
during each macro time step and follow the CB deformation. Coordinate of the red
atoms are computed via the MD simulation. (For interpretation of color mentioned
in this figure the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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the adjustment of location of internal atoms, and as a result, it
implicitly engages in the calculation of atomic stresses. For in-
stance, by extending one side of a specimen the stress subse-
quently increases in the other directions. It must be noted that
the displacement-control technique is used here to reflect the con-
cept of CB hypothesis which predicts the atomic positions accord-
ing to an arbitrary deformation gradient, and it does not violate the
basic principles of solid mechanics. Finally, the results of DSD and
SAD are computed at the last micro time step of each macro time
step. All simulations are performed by MASS software which has
been developed by the authors (for further details of the software
readers are referred to www.nano-mass.com).

4.2. Effect of size-dependency

4.2.1. Simple shear
In simple shear deformation, the deformation gradient tensor is

defined as

F ¼
1 tan h 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ¼

1 a 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ð12Þ

where a and h represent the shear number and shear angle, respec-
tively. All seven specimens are subjected to the simple shear defor-
mation and the final shear number is set to 0.22. The break point of
CB hypothesis is defined by the point that dislocations are emitted
in the specimen and thus, the values of DSD and SAD increase inten-
sively. In Fig. 3, the initiation of dislocations is shown together with
the behavior of specimen and its break point. Figs. 4(a) and (b) pres-
ent the variation of DSD versus shear strain and the trend of SAD
versus CB stress, respectively. In Figs. 5(a) and (b), the convergences
of the stress and strain are demonstrated at the break points. In 3D
simulation, the magnitudes of the deviations are less than two-
dimensional analyses derived by Khoei et al. (2009). For example,
the ratios of the converged DSD and SAD at the break points in 2D
and 3D analyses are as follows:

DSD2D

DSD3D
¼ 2:07

ðSAD=CBstressÞ2D

ðSAD=CBstressÞ3D
¼ 4:31

As can be seen from Fig. 4(b), the larger specimens have smaller
stress deviations for the CB stress less than 2.4 GPa. This trend is re-
versed for the CB stress between 2.4 and 9 GPa, where the larger
specimens have larger deviations. For the CB stress greater than
9 GPa, this trend begins to reverse, and as a result, the larger spec-
imen begin to have smaller stress deviations. This process is fully
accomplished for specimens up to 7888-atoms, however – the lar-
ger specimens have broken down before completing the inversion
process. It can be therefore highlighted that the stress deviation
of specimen is minimal at the yield point of specimen with 7888-
atoms. It must be noted that the shear stress deviations are less
than 0.8% of the average BDT stress which is absolutely negligible
with respect to 5% deviation of shear stress reported in 2D analyses
by Khoei et al. (2009). Fig. 4(c) illustrates the shear stress–shear
number curve for all specimens. Comparing Figs. 4(a) and (c), we
can conclude that in shear deformation the break point of CB coin-
cides with the yield point of the material.

4.2.2. Uniaxial tension and compression
In three-dimensional classical continuum mechanics, the uni-

form uniaxial deformation is given by

F ¼
@x=@X 0 0

0 1 0
0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ¼

k 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ð13Þ

in which k is analogous to the magnitude of the uniaxial deforma-
tion divided by the initial length of the specimen (stretch). If
k > 1, it represents the tensile strain and k < 1 if it is the compres-
sive strain. The uniaxial strain is equal k� 1 to which is similar to
the first component of Green strain tensor. In order to investigate
the size effect of the specimens, the samples with different sizes
are subjected to compression and tension deformation paths. In
Fig. 6(a), the variation of DSD is plotted with the uniaxial strain.
As can be seen from this figure, the size effect has a negligible effect
on the tension results, i.e. all samples are broken in about 10%
strain. In fact, similar to shear deformation, all specimens subjected
to extension have an identical CB break point with the yield point of
material. This can be inferred by comparing Fig. 6(a) with the yield
points of strain–stress curve in tensile loading (Fig. 7a).

On the contrary, the compressive samples exhibit some com-
plex behavior and have more dependency on the size of specimens.
It can be observed that although there is one break point in the
stress–strain diagram, as shown in Fig. 7(b), there can be seen
three distinct break points in the strain domain and one break
point in the stress domain in compression region, as shown in Figs.
6(a) and (c), respectively. It is apparent that the CB hypothesis fails
at the first break point of DSD diagram, however – it is not clear
that in which point the material has been yielded. In order to
determine the material yield point, the specimen with 8788-atoms
is unloaded from four distinct points, as shown in Fig. 8. In this fig-
ure, the evolution of DSD is presented for the loading process to-
gether with unloading process from four distinct points.
Although the unloading process from the first point has been
crossed by the loading process, the second and third unloading
experiments produce a hysteresis behavior in which the loaded
specimen procrastinate its reconfiguration to the homogeneous
deformation. On the other hand, the unloading process of second
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Fig. 3. (a) The shear stress–shear number curve, (b) the SAD-shear number curves for the 32,000-atom specimen, (c) the evolution of the atomic positions during the
simulation. (The Cauchy–Born fails at the third level.)
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and third points did not exactly pass through the loading process,
and more deformation was needed to lead the specimen to a
homogeneous configuration. The reason behind the evolution of
the hysteresis phenomenon is mainly due to the inherent charac-
teristic of solution of the multi-particle systems at zero tempera-
ture. As mentioned earlier, the damped MD simulation is
equivalent to the energy minimization process. In such a model,
the system leads to its minimal potential energy by implementing
certain constraints and providing the system with sufficient relax-
ation time. Basically, we need to clarify two main facts here;
Firstly, by the MD simulation we obtain a configuration which lo-
cally minimizes the total potential energy of the system, but the
system may have numerous minimal points in phase space. Indeed,
this minimal point depends on the position of the phase space
point, e.g. the atomic configuration. If the temperature is close to
zero, the system may be tangled in one local minimum, and more
energy is therefore needed to push the system out of this mini-
mum. This is the main reason for justification of hysteresis phe-
nomenon. Secondly, the simulation of multi-particle systems in
canonical ensemble via Brendsen thermostat makes the simulation
irreversible. In fact, because the Brendsen formulation fails to work
appropriately at zero temperature, the temperature must be set to
a negligible value. As a result, the system may not exactly return to
its initial geometry, and minuscule perturbations are inevitable. In
this way, in the unloading process from the second or third break
points, the system does not return to the initial relaxed configura-
tion, however – it cannot be concluded that the system undergoes
the plastic deformation. Close inspection of the specimen revealed
that no dislocations have been emitted in the system, and after
complete unloading all stress tensor components were uniformly
zero for internal atoms. Therefore, in the first and second break
points the material is still elastic, and if the specimen is unloaded,
the atoms almost return to their initial positions. However, the
specimen does not return to its initial configuration if it is un-
loaded from the third break point, which expresses that the plastic
regime starts from this point.

By contrasting Figs. 6 and 7, it can be inferred that the material
yield point coincides with the break point of SAD diagram, in which



Fig. 4. The simple shear deformation. (a) Evolution of DSD versus shear number; (b) evolution of shear component of SAD versus shear stress; (c) shear stress–shear number
curve.
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these two points occur simultaneously with the last break point of
DSD diagram. Thus, the SAD break point does not pertain to the CB
failure and it is related to the material yield point. Fig. 6(a) illus-
trates that in compression region, the small samples (samples with
1372 and 2048-atoms) have two break points and undergo more
strain in contrast with the larger specimens. In fact, the CB hypoth-
esis is more valid in smaller specimens. In the largest specimen, the
behavior of DSD diagram after the first break point does not com-
ply with the behavior of the smaller samples. In Figs. 4(a) and (b),
the convergences of the stress and strain are illustrated at break
points with increasing the number of atoms. By comparing the re-
sults in tension and compression, it can be easily deduced that the



Fig. 5. The convergency of (a) strain and (b) stress at the break points versus the size of the samples. All values are divided to the maximum value of the corresponding curve
to make them dimensionless. The numbers in the parentheses show the maximum value of the curves.
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material is much more stable in both strain and stress domains
and thus, the CB is more valid in compression rather than
tension.

Comparing the 2D result reported by Khoei et al. (2009) with
the current 3D analyzes, we can conclude that the value of the
deviations of strain domain in three-dimensional simulation is
more than two-dimensional analysis, but it is less in the stress do-
main. For instance, the ratios of the converged DSD and SAD at the
break points in 2D and 3D analyzes are

DSD2D

DSD3D
¼

0:26; Tension
0:79; Compression



ðSAD=CBstressÞ2D

ðSAD=CBstressÞ3D
¼

1:91; Tension

13:1; Compression




4.3. Triaxial tests and the validity surface

In order to obtain a validity surface and observe the size-depen-
dency of Cauchy–Born hypothesis, two specimens with 1372 and
4000 atoms were subjected to various combination of strains in
x, y and z directions. The DSD, SAD and stress–strain curves of each
simulation are plotted and the strain and stress states correspond-
ing to the first break point are determined. On the virtue of sym-
metry of cubic specimens, each break point represents 6 points
in three-dimensional space. Hence, if the specimen fails at point
ðex; ey; ezÞ in the strain domain, where ex denotes the axial strain
in x-direction, it will also fail at point ðey; ez; exÞ. So by performing
12 experiments, we can provide 72 break points for each specimen
in the strain and stress domains. By taking the advantage of a sim-
ple computational geometry algorithm for indicating the nearest
vertices of the obtained points of the validity surface, we are able
to visualize the surface in three-dimensional strain space. The
validity surfaces of two specimens are plotted in the strain space,
as shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 indicates that the validity surface becomes smaller for
the larger specimen. As discussed in previous sections, the size-
dependency of results can be overcome by increasing the size of
specimen. The validity surface is a simply-connected and convex
surface. The CB hypothesis is valid and the material is elastic in-
side the surface. The CB is invalid outside the surface and the crys-
talline material can experience either elastic or plastic
deformation. In other words, in some portion of the outside space



Fig. 6. Uniaxial deformation. (a) evolution of DSD versus uniaxial strain; (b) evolution of SAD versus uniaxial tension; (c) evolution of SAD versus uniaxial compression.
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of the validity surface (not in all parts), the material is experienc-
ing inhomogeneous deformation which is recoverable. Further
investigations on the molecular dynamics specimens revealed that
in these parts of strain space, the strain energy accumulated in the
latticed structure is not enough for the initiation of dislocations,
and the material therefore exhibits the elastic behavior.
As a practical guideline, we introduce here the equation
of validity surface in the strain domain. Using a simple
search algorithm which minimizes the curve fitting error,
the constant variables are calibrated for 1372-atom and
4000-atom specimens. The validity surface equation is given
by



Fig. 7. Uniaxial deformation. (a) Tensile stress versus tensile strain, (b) compressive stress versus compressive strain.

Fig. 8. The DSD versus compressive strain for unloading process of 8788-atom specimen. The specimen is unloaded from four levels. The first and second levels are before and
after the first break point of CB hypothesis, respectively. The third and forth levels are before and after the third break point of CB hypothesis, respectively.
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where eV and c are the volumetric and deviatoric strains, respec-
tively, defined as and eV ¼ ðex þ ey þ ezÞ=3, cx ¼ ex � eV , with
ex; ey; ez denoting the principal strains. In above relations,



Fig. 9. The validity surfaces for 1372 and 4000-atom specimens. The inner surface
belongs to the larger specimen. For better representation the outer surface is cut on
its (a) meridian plane (b) p-plane.

Table 1
Constants of the validity surface Eq. (14).

Specimen A B C D

1372-atom 0.444 0.248 1.432 0.772
4000-atom 1.222 0.211 1.241 0.575
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q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2

x þ c2
y þ c2

z

q
and the parameters m0 and rðcosðhÞÞ are defined

as
m0 ¼ 3

e
eþ 1

e2
c � e2

t

ecet

rðcosðhÞÞ ¼ 4ð1� e2Þcos2ðhÞ þ ð2e� 1Þ2

2ð1� e2ÞcosðhÞ þ ð2e� 1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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p
ð15Þ
where et is the limit uniaxial tensile strain, ec the limit uniaxial
compressive strain and eb the limit equi-biaxial strain. In above
relations, h ¼ 1

3 arcos 3
ffiffi
3
p

2
J3
J2

� �
with and J2 ¼ q2=2, J3 ¼ cxcycz, and

e ¼ ð1þ aÞ=ð2� aÞ with a defined as

a ¼ et

eb

e2
b � e2

c

e2
c � e2

t

Eq. (14) is similar to the damage-plastic model proposed by
Grassl and Jirasek (2006) for concrete failure. The constants
variables in the Eq. (14) are provided in Table 1. In multi-
scale simulation, it is not necessary to consider the finer scale
to enrich the model while the nodal strains are within this
surface.

Since the procedure used in the molecular dynamics is based on
the displacement-control approach, the samples with distinctly
different deformations broke down in a similar stress state. In fact,
although we utilized different deformation paths in three-dimen-
sional tensile tests, the corresponding break points are almost
identical. In order to obtain the validity surface in the stress do-
main, simulations should be carried out by exerting the value of
stress to the boundaries of the cubic specimens, i.e. performing
the force control molecular dynamics experiments.

5. Conclusion

In the present paper, the 3D molecular dynamics simulation
was performed at zero temperature to investigate the stability
and size-dependency of a well-known Cauchy–Born hypothesis.
The MD simulation was applied to lead the system to a configu-
ration which locally minimizes the potential energy of the sys-
tem, and to reflect the concept of CB hypothesis as a rough
guess for the real deformation of crystalline structures. Explora-
tions were made for the cubic gold specimen. In order to model
the real metallic behavior at nano-scale structures, the Sutton–
Chen many-body potential was utilized by calculating the strain
energy density and the force field in the continuum and molec-
ular models. To determine the failure point of CB hypothesis two
failure criteria were introduced in the strain and stress domains.
It is shown that the overall behavior of the system is size-inde-
pendent before the break point in most cases. The failure point
decreases with the increase of the size of samples. It is illus-
trated that in compressive loading, the CB failure does not corre-
spond to the material yield point of the specimen. This
phenomenon was investigated by unloading the specimen from
different break points and it was disclosed that the CB failure oc-
curs before the initiation of the plastic regime. It was shown that
in compressive loading the specimen may undergo the inhomo-
geneous recoverable deformation. Furthermore, a hysteresis phe-
nomenon was observed in unloading process, which is caused
due to irreversibility of NVT simulations and is exacerbated by
entanglement in a local minimal point at zero temperature. By
implementation of three-dimensional deformation paths, the
validity surfaces were obtained in strain space for different sam-
ples, and the equation of validity surfaces were derived. As a
practical guideline, it has been illustrated that the CB hypothesis
is quite acceptable in the regions that the principal strains are al-
most uniform within the proposed validity surface. It is numeri-
cally shown that the surface shrinks as the size of specimen
increases.
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